ANEXTRASPECIALBINGO (3-5)
STUDENTS: Completing 5 in a row, column or diagonal earns a ticket. Complete every box to enter a chance at having a
snack with a specials teacher of your choice.
PARENTS: Please initial each box as your child completes it.

Trace your
hand. Fill it with
art lines and
designs. Now
add your
favorite things to
the background.

Arrange the
following in
a pattern of
8: ~do ~mi
~so

Create a
character based
on yourself and
write a graphic
novel of your
adventures.

Walk/jog/bike
with a family
member

Write and
illustrate a
picture book
about how to be
kind to others. At
least 8 pages!

Create a google
doc and journal
3 days this week
abut your day
and share it with
Mrs. Trzecki.

Do our
daily
warmups!

Go to
code.org or
other coding
sites for 15
minutes!

Sing any 2
songs you
know.

Draw a still
life with at
least 3
objects
overlapping.

Do typing
club for 15
minutes.

Be an
architect! Use
legos, blocks or
cards to build a
structure.

Continue reading for
the Bluebonnet
Challenge. Write a
1/2 page summary
when you complete
a book.

Practice
fitnessgram
exercises.

Arrange the
following in
a pattern of
8: ~mi ~so
~la

Do 2
activities
on Chrome
Music Lab.

Review a PE
skill you
have
learned this
year!

Design a candy
bar wrapper:
make up a new
kind of candy
bar! Be creative!

Do
interland
for 15
minutes.

Design a
bookmark that
you will turn in
to be judged
when we return
to school.

Draw your
bedroom! Now
add 5 things
you would love
to have there!

Create a google
slide about what
you have
learned this
school year (3-5
slides) and share
with Mrs.
Trzecki.

Learn a
new
exercise.

Create a word search
with the following
words BY HAND (Do
NOT use a computer
program) 1. library 2.
book 3. read 4.
roadrunner 5.
msrobinson 6. book
fair 7. bluebonnet book
8. bookmark 9. fiction
10. nonfiction.

Arrange the
following in a
pattern of 4:
~Forward &
Back ~Do-si-do
~Sashay Down
& Back

